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                 INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL RIYADH 

       WORK SHEET FOR HALF YEARLY EXAM -2021-‘22 

STD:V                                                              SUBJECT  ENGLISH  

                          SECTION A READING 

  1.Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follows. 

A company called Odyssey Marine Exploration in Florida 

discovered a ship that sank 162 km off the coast of Georgia in the 

USA. The ship Republic sank in 1865 in a hurricane. It had been 

used to bring money and supplies to New Orleans from New York 

after the American Civil War.    

The company found 30,000 gold and silver coins, which were being 

carried in the ship, buried in the ocean. At the time when the ship 

sank , the value of these coins were supposed to be 400,000 dollars. 

Today , the value of this treasure is 1,500 million dollars or more. 

The search team took 16 years to locate the ship. They discovered 

the wreck at a depth of 518 m in the Atlantic Ocean with the help of 

special instruments and robots. 

1)In which year did the ship Republic sink?                                 

1.1685 

2.1865 

3.1568 

2)How many years did the team take to locate the ship? 

1.16 years. 

2.18 years. 

3.14 years. 
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3)What was the value of the coins being carried by the ship at that 

time? 

1.20,00 dollars. 

2.30,000 dollars. 

3.400,000 dollars. 

4)Which company discovered the ship Republic? 

a)________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

5)How was the wreck discovered? 

a)________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

6) Write synonyms  from the passage for :   

  a)The destruction of a ship at sea _________________ 

   b)A severe storm with a strong wind _____________________ 

Trees Are the Kindest Things I Know 

Trees are the kindest things I know,                           

They do no harm, they simply grow                                   

And spread a shade for sleepy cows,                                                                  

And gather birds among the boughs*.  

They are the first when the day’s begun                     

To touch the beams* of morning sun,                                                                                                          

They are the last to hold the light                                                                       

When evening changes into night. 

And when the moon floats on the sky                                                                       

They hum a drowsy* lullaby                                                                                     
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Of sleepy children long ago…                                                                                   

Trees are the kindest things I know.                           -Harry Behn 

bough : a large branch of a tree           *beams : lines of light        

*drowsy : tired and almost sleep             *lullaby : a soft gentle song 

sung to make a child go to sleep  

A.2)a). Read the poem carefully and answer the following questions.   

1. Why does the poet call trees the kindest things he knows ?  

A.________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________                   

2. What are the things that trees do ?  

A.________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________                

3. What do they do to sleepy children ?         

A.________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

b). Fill in the blanks.                                                                                   

1. Trees are the first when the day’s begun to touch the beams of       

__________________ and they are the last to hold  the____________ 

c). Write TRUE or FALSE.                                                                       

1. The poet admires trees for their kindness. ____________ 

2. When the sun floats on the sky the trees hum a drowsy 

lullaby.________ 

d). Find out the rhyming words from the poem.             

1. light - _____________   2. know - ______________ 

e)Write the title of the poem:_____________________________ 
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                                SECTION B WRITING 

 1. Write a letter to your friend describing him/her how you celebrated 

the sports day in your school. 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

11.Write a short story with a suitable title using the clues given below.                

                   

Mother goat lives with its three kids. ----- the big bad wolf also lives 

there ------Mother goat wants the kids to build a house for the family ----

- the first one builds a house of straw ---- the big bad wolf blows the 

house down ----- the second one makes a house of sticks ----- blown 

down by the big bad wolf ---- the third one builds a house of stone ----- 

the big bad wolf cannot do anything and runs away                                     

                Title:________________________ 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

Moral:______________________________________________           

                              SECTION C GRAMMAR 
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1.Define adverbs with two example sentences.                                   

__________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

       

  CB Ln:1 White Mice / WB LN:1 A Terrible Loss 

1.Tick whether the underlined words are countable or uncountable 

nouns. 

1.We were asked to keep our bags in the shelf.(countable/uncountable) 

2.Would you like to have some coffee (countable/uncountable) 

3.The old woman drank water. (countable/uncountable) 

4.Elsa  saw a bird singing by her window. (countable/uncountable) 

2.Underline the subject and circle the object in these sentences 

1.Our coach hoisted the flag.  

2.Ram has a beautiful horse. 

3.The cows are grazing in the field. 

4.The radio belongs to Nalini. 

3.Write the antonyms of the words    

 1.heavy x   ___________          2.sharp x________________ 

3.maximum x_______________ 4.safe x__________________ 

4.Complete the words with (  al,  el,  le,  ic , ick )   
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1speci__          2.picn___   3. st___  4.vehic___ 5.squirr___ 

5.Pick out the common, proper, collective, and abstract nouns from the 

sentences and write in the column provided 

1.Our school is usually closed on Saturdays. 

2.Zoha found his  keys in his pocket. 

3.The fisherman saw a big shoal of fish.  

4.Amal answered the question with confidence. 

5.Patel got a medal for his good behaviour. 

 Common 
noun 

Proper noun Collective noun Abstract noun 

1     

     
2     
     

3     
     

4     
     
5     
     

 

   CB Ln:2 A Question of Grammar/ WB Ln 2:William Buys Some 

Sweets   

1.Complete the passage with   - the , a   ,an .    

Mrs.Rathi has ____new office.  It has ___desk ,____telephone and ____ 

expensive computer. Mrs.Rathi is ___manager in her firm. She is talking 

on ____phone to her husband. Her secretary is working at 
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____computer. Mrs.Rathi and her secretary are very busy in __office 

today. 

2.Fill in  the  blanks with suitable words from the bracket. 

1._________(Those/This) women belonged to a small village. 

2. I like ___________(this /these) mango 

3.Is _________  ( those/this )horse yours?. 

4.Can you see__________(these /those) little toys in that shelf?  

 

3.Rewrite the sentences by putting exclamation marks. 

1. She said, “Alas  The child is dead.” 

 

2 .He said, “What a lazy boy you are “ 

__________________________________________________________ 

3.Tom said, “How clever I am ” 

__________________________________________________________ 

        CB Ln:3 Papaya’s Adventure / WB Ln:The Cat  

1.Fill in  the blanks with the correct adverbs of degree from the box 

        ( completely /very /extremely /almost ) 

1.The road was____________ empty by 10 p.m. 

2.Her face is __________________red. 

3.Your pouch is _______________beautiful. 
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4.My mother was ___________angry. 

2.Tick  the adverbs of frequency in the sentences. 

1.We often went to the cinema. 

2.My uncle seldom came here. 

3.We will take care of her ourselves, like always. 

4.Mr.Shawn occasionally goes to the market. 

5. He is never at home on Sundays. 

3.Circle the adverbs of degree in the sentences. 

1.He was very tired . 

2.The old lady was entirely deaf. 

3.The glass was nearly full. 

4.They have re-written the play entirely. 

4.Rewrite the sentences using quotation marks,commas,capital letters , 

question marks and full stops.  

1.My dad asked when do you want to go to the movie 

__________________________________________________________

2.The final race is tomorrow declared the Coach khan 

__________________________________________________________ 

3.please show me the way said the stranger 

__________________________________________________________ 

 4.I recently read Gulliver’s Travels. 
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__________________________________________________________ 

                           SECTION D LITERATURE 

1.Missing lines of poem ‘A Minor Bird’ 

I have _____________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________ bear no more. 

The fault __________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

__________________________________ any song. 

                       Poet’s name ______________________________ 

2.Who said to whom 

a) “I ‘ll look after the white mice.“ 

_________________________________________________ 

b)“No ,of course not.” 

__________________________________________________ 

 3.Fill in the blanks 

1.William Brown is a reckless _________year old boy. 

2.The station master’s house was behind the _____________. 

4.Extracts 
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1.”Let her down ,She wants to look around.” 

a)Who is she? 

__________________________________ 

b)Name the lesson. 

___________________________________ 

LEARN ALL THE WORD MEANINGS,MAKE SENTENCES,QUESTION AND 

ANSWERS FROM THE NOTEBOOK.READ THE LESSONS 

THOROUGHLY.LEARN ALL COURSE  BOOK AND WORK BOOK 

EXERCISES 


